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The originally scheduled launch of Discovery on May 20, was postponed because of hail
damage sustained May 08, by the external tank while on the pad. It was determined that some of
the tank's foam insulation could not be reached for repairs with the orbiter on the pad. The
orbiter was returned to the VAB , and inspections revealed more than divots in the tank's outer
foam. Workers repaired about critical divots over four days to minimize ice formation prior to
launch. The countdown proceeded smoothly, with the only concern the presence of a sailboat in
the solid rocket booster recovery area. These supplies were used to not only continue the
outfitting of the Unity and Zarya modules already joined together in orbit, but were used by a
future Shuttle assembly crew later in to set up the Russian Service Module for occupancy by a
three-man crew early next year. In addition to the supply delivery, the astronauts deployed a
small satellite called STARSHINE which was observed by international students on Earth as
they calculate its precise orbit and the rate of its orbital decay over a period of time. Discovery's
rendezvous and docking with the International Space Station began with the precisely timed
launch of the shuttle on a course for the station. During the first two days of the mission,
periodic engine firings gradually brought Discovery to a point about eight nautical miles About
three hours before the scheduled docking time on Flight Day Three, Discovery reached the
point about eight nautical miles At that time, Discovery's jets were fired in a Terminal Phase
Initiation TI burn to begin the final phase of the rendezvous. Discovery closed the final eight
nautical miles As Discovery closed in, the shuttle's rendezvous radar system began tracking the
station and providing range and closing rate information to the crew. As Discovery began to
close in on the station, flight controllers commanded the station to the docking orientation,
perpendicular to the Earth's surface with the Unity module pointed toward space and Zarya
toward Earth. For Discovery's final approach, the solar panels on the station were "feathered" to
have their edge facing the shuttle. Also, when within about 1, feet This jet mode together with
the solar panel's feathering prevented exhaust from shuttle jets from flexing and overstressing
the station's solar panels. As Discovery reached close proximity to the station, the Trajectory
Control Sensor, a laser ranging device mounted in the shuttle payload bay, supplemented the
shuttle's onboard navigation information by supplying additional data on the range and closing
rate. As Discovery closed in, the shuttle had the opportunity for several small successive
engine firings to fine-tune its approach using its onboard navigation information. As Discovery
moved to within about a half-mile meters of the station, Kent Rominger took over manual
control of the shuttle's approach, flying the spacecraft from the aft flight deck and monitoring
the approach through the rear and overhead windows. Kent Rominger slowed Discovery's
approach and flew to a point about feet Mission Specialists Tamara Jernigan and Ellen Ochoa
also played key roles in the rendezvous, with Tamara Jernigan operating the shuttle's docking
mechanism and Ellen Ochoa assisting with the rendezvous navigation. The crew used a
handheld laser pointed through the shuttle windows to provide supplemental information on the
station's range and closing rate. Kent Rominger flew Discovery to cross about feet He stopped
Discovery and then slowly descended toward the station to a point about feet At approximately
feet Also at this time, Tamara Jernigan powered up the docking mechanism and prepared it for
contact and capture with the station. A day ahead of the rendezvous, the docking mechanism
was scheduled to be checked out and its docking ring extended. Once the station was in
communications with Russia and flight controllers had confirmed it was in the proper
configuration for docking, Kent Rominger began the final approach. Using the view from a
centerline camera fixed in the center of Discovery's docking mechanism, Kent Rominger
precisely aligned the shuttle mechanism with the docking mechanism on Unity 's conical
mating adapter as he approached. At a distance of about 30 feet 9. For Discovery's docking,
Kent Rominger maintained the shuttle's speed relative to the station at about one-tenth of a foot
per second 3 centimeters per second , and kept the docking mechanisms aligned to within three
inches of one another. As Discovery moved to within 25 feet 7. When Discovery made contact
with the station, latches automatically attached the two spacecraft together. Immediately after
Discovery docked, the shuttle's steering jets were deactivated and ground controllers
commanded off the station's steering jets to reduce the forces acting at the docking interface.
Shock absorber-type springs in the docking mechanism dampen any relative motion between
the shuttle and the station. Once relative motion between the spacecraft had stopped, Tamara
Jernigan commanded the docking ring on Discovery's mechanism to retract and close latches
in the mechanism to firmly secure the shuttle to the station. Once the two vehicles were firmly
secured, the shuttle's steering jets were reactivated to control both spacecraft for the duration
of the docked operations. Tamara Jernigan and Daniel Barry performed an EVA on May 30, 7h
55m to install crane systems that will be used on future missions to assist in assembly and
transfer operations. The two astronauts were assisted by Flight Engineer Ellen Ochoa , who
operated the Shuttle's robotic arm from inside Discovery. Preparations at the begin of the

spacewalk included the placement of a work station and portable foot restraints into position for
the installation of an American-built crane, called the ORU Transfer Device, or OTD, and the
Russian-built crane called Strela Russian, for "arrow". The two will returned to the Integrated
Cargo Carrier and retrieved the pound They assembled those pieces on one of the two PMA -2
grapple fixtures. PMA -2 connects the Shuttle external airlock to Unity. Strela is an updated
version of the crane used on MIR. It will primarily be used for Science Power Platform
operations. Assembly of the three-metric-ton capacity crane was completed during this year's
second ISS logistics mission. A ft. The bags contained tools for handling ISS replacement parts
and to assist in the assembly of the Space Station, as well as on-orbit installable handrails.
Tamara Jernigan and Daniel Barry stowed them on Unity. Once those primary tasks were
accomplished, Tamara Jernigan and Daniel Barry installed an insulating cover on a trunnion pin
on the Unity module, documented painted surfaces on both the Unity and Zarya modules, and
inspected one of two Early Communications System E-Com antennas on the Unity. The
Integrated Cargo Carrier is an unpressurized flat bed pallet and keel yoke assembly housed in
Discovery's payload bay. Constructed of aluminum, it is eight feet 2. The OTD weighs pounds
The crew transferred 3, pounds 1, kg of material including clothing, sleeping bags, spare parts,
medical equipment, supplies, hardware and about 84 gallons liters of water to the interior of the
station. The astronauts also installed parts of a wireless strain gauge system that will help
engineers track the effects of adding modules to the Station throughout its assembly, cleaning
filters and checking smoke detectors. Eighteen items weighing pounds The astronauts spent a
total of 79 hours, 30 minutes inside the Station before closing the final hatch on the orbiting
outpost. Kent Rominger and Rick Husband commanded a series of 17 pulses of Discovery's
reaction control system jets to boost the Station to an orbit of approximately by statute miles by
km. Known by the Russian acronym "MIRTs", they were thought to be responsible for voltage
problems first detected in January MIRTs are part of a system that indicates the level of charge
for each of Zarya 's batteries and, in turn, dictates when the onboard charging system will begin
to taper-off the power supply to each. Replacement of the units - they measure 5. The Shuttle
Vibration Forces SVF Experiment provided flight measurements of the vibratory forces acting
between an aerospace payload and its mounting structure. The force transducers were
incorporated into four custom brackets which replaced the existing brackets used to attach the
5 ft 1. The payload was activated automatically by the Orbiter Lift-off vibration and operated for
approximately seconds. The objective of IVHM was to reduce planned ground processing,
streamline problem troubleshooting unplanned ground processing , enhance visibility into
systems operation and improve overall vehicle safety. Once Discovery was ready to undock, the
initial separation was performed by springs in the docking mechanism that gently pushed the
shuttle away from the station. Both Discovery and the station's steering jets were shut off to
avoid any inadvertent firings during this initial separation. Once the docking mechanism's
springs had pushed Discovery away to a distance of about two feet 61 centimeters , when the
docking devices were clear of one another, Rick Husband turned the shuttle's steering jets back
on in "Low Z" mode and fired them to begin very slowly moving away. From the aft flight deck,
Pilot Rick Husband manually controlled Discovery within a tight corridor as he separated from
the ISS , essentially the reverse of the task performed by Commander Kent Rominger when
Discovery docked. Discovery continued away to a distance of about feet Rick Husband circled
the station twice as the crew recorded views of the exterior with still photography and video. As
Discovery crossed directly above the station for the second time, Rick Husband fired
Discovery's jets to perform a final separation. The separation firing put Discovery on a course
that had it pass about a half-mile behind the station and then about a mile and a half below the
station before moving ahead of it with constantly increasing distance. The purpose of the
mission was to train international student volunteer observers to visually track this optically
reflective spacecraft during morning and evening twilight intervals for several months, calculate
its orbit from shared observations, and derive atmospheric density from drag-induced changes
in its orbit over time. International Flight No. Launch date:. Cape Canaveral KSC. Launch pad:.
Docking ISS :. Undocking ISS :. Landing site:. PLT , EV MS -1, EV MS -3, EV MS -4, IV MS SRB :.
OMS Pod:. RMS :. EMU :. EMU No. Jernigan , Tamara. Discovery - ISS. Barry , Daniel. Last
update on March 27, The purpose of the mission was to train international student volunteer
observers to visually track this optically reflective spacecraft during morning and evening
twilight intervals for several months, calculate its orbit from shared observations, and derive
atmospheric density from drag-induced changes in its orbit over time. The Shuttle Vibration
Forces SVF Experiment provided flight measurements of the vibratory forces acting between an
aerospace payload and its mounting structure. The payload was activated automatically by the
Orbiter Lift-off vibration and operated for approximately seconds. The objective of IVHM was to
reduce planned ground processing, streamline problem troubleshooting unplanned ground

processing , enhance visibility into systems operation and improve overall vehicle safety. It
resides at Blizzard's headquarters in Irvine, CA. NASA began a tradition of playing music to
astronauts during the Gemini program , which was first used to wake up a flight crew during
Apollo From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article includes a list of general references ,
but it remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations. May Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Kent V. Rominger Rick D. Husband Daniel T. Barry Ellen
Ochoa Tamara E. Jernigan Julie Payette Valeri I. Space Shuttle program. Spaceflight portal.
Retrieved 15 June American Association for the Advancement of Science. Archived from the
original PDF on 18 June Retrieved 13 August Retrieved 31 July Human spaceflights to the
International Space Station. List of ISS visitors crew. Space Shuttle Discovery OV Steven F.
Udvar-Hazy Center , Washington, D. Destiny in Space documentary. Space Shuttle missions.
Crewed flights are indicated in bold text. Uncatalogued launch failures are listed in italics.
Payloads deployed from other spacecraft are denoted in brackets. Categories : Spacecraft
launched in Space Shuttle missions Spacecraft which reentered in May events June events in
Florida. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from October Articles lacking in-text citations from
May All articles lacking in-text citations All articles with dead external links Articles with dead
external links from July Commons link from Wikidata Use American English from January All
Wikipedia articles written in American English. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jernigan outside Unity , during the mission's only EVA.
Space Shuttle Discovery. Kennedy LCB. Rominger Fourth spaceflight. Rick D. Husband First
spaceflight. Daniel T. Barry Second spaceflight. Ellen Ochoa Third spaceflight. Tamara E.
Jernigan Fifth and last spaceflight. Valeri I. Tokarev , RKA First spaceflight. Mamas and the
Papas. Space Center Intermediate Band. US Coast Guard Band. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to STS This flight represented the first shuttle docking to the fledgling space outpost.
The first major task for the shuttle astronauts was preparing for, then performing, a spacewalk
to outfit the Zarya and Unity Modules and the mating adapter to which they are attached.
Afterwards, the crew focused on transferring nearly 1, kilograms 3, pounds of equipment from
the shuttle to the ISS for use by future station crews. The crew also replaced battery recharge
controller modules in the six batteries stored inside the Zarya Module. A power distribution unit
and transceiver in the Unity Module was replaced, enabling controllers from Mission Control in
Houston, Texas to send comands to the station via an Early Communications System. This was
the 11th night landing in shuttle program history as the shuttle Discovery completed a 6. Their
tasks included installing foot restraints, handrails and tool bags for use by future spacewalkers
on the station. They also installed two cranes and an insulating cover, and then inspected an
early communications system on the Unity Module. On May 29, , at p. They finished their EVA
the following day at a. This script requires javascript be enabled in your browser. Mission Patch.
Mission Highlights. International Space Station Flight 2A. Launch Pad:. May 27, a. May 28, p.
June 3, p. June 6, a. Orbit Altitude:. Orbit Inclination:. Related Links. STS Status Reports. The
International Space Station , composed of the U. Unity Module top and the Russian Zarya
Module, was photographed by a crew member after the shuttle undocked. Space Station EVA.
Canadian Space Agency. Launched : Returned : Number crew : 7. Duration : 9. The crew
transferred equipment from the Spacehab Logistics Double Module in the payload bay to the
interior of the station. Tammy Jernigan and Dan Barry made a space walk to transfer equipment
from the payload bay to the exterior of the station. On May 30 at GMT Tammy Jernigan and Dan
Barry entered the payload bay of Discovery from the tunnel adapter hatch, and made a 7 hr 55
min space walk, transferring equipment to the exterior of the station. On May 31 at GMT the
hatch to Unity was opened and the crew began several days of cargo transfers to the station.
Battery units and communications equipment were replaced and sound insulation was added to
Zarya. On June 5 the Starshine satellite was ejected from the payload bay. Rominger,
Commander 4th Shuttle flight Rick D. Jernigan, Mission Specialist 5th Daniel T. The originally
scheduled launch of Discovery on May 20 was postponed because of hail damage sustained
May 8 by the external tank while on the pad. It was determined that some of the tank's foam
insulation could not be reached for repairs with the orbiter on the pad. The orbiter was returned
to the VAB, and inspections revealed more than divots in the tank's outer foam. Workers
repaired about critical divots over four days to minimize ice formation prior to launch. The
countdown proceeded smoothly, with the only concern the presence of a sailboat in the solid
rocket booster recovery area. As planned, launch managers determined the exact orbital
location of the International Space Station during the countdown's Tminute built-in hold. The
decision was then made to launch Discovery at a. Landing: June 6, , a. Runway 15, Kennedy
Space Center, Fla. Rollout distance: 8, feet. Rollout time: 56 seconds. Mission duration: nine

days, 19 hours, 13 minutes, 57 seconds. Landed on orbit Logged 3. Landed on first opportunity
at KSC, marking 18th consecutive landing in Florida and 25th in the last 26 missions. Mission
Highlights: All major objectives were accomplished during the mission. The 45th space walk in
Space Shuttle history and the fourth of the ISS era lasted 7 hours and 55 minutes, making it the
second longest ever conducted. Jernigan and Barry transferred a U. The astronauts also
installed two new portable foot restraints that will fit both American and Russian space boots,
and attached three bags filled with tools and handrails that will be used during future assembly
operations. The cranes and tools fastened to the outside of the Station totaled pounds. Once
those primary tasks were accomplished, Jernigan and Barry installed an insulating cover on a
trunnion pin on the Unity module, documented painted surfaces on both the Unity and Zarya
modules, and inspected one of two Early Communications System E-Com antennas on the
Unity. During the incursion inside the ISS, Barry and Husband replaced a power distribution unit
and transceiver for E-Com in the Unity module, restoring that system to its full capability.
Payette and Tokarev replaced 18 battery recharge controllers in the Russianbuilt Zarya module,
and Barry and Tokarev also installed a series of "mufflers" over fans inside Zarya to reduce
noise levels in that module. The mufflers caused some air circulating duct work to collapse, and
Rominger sent down a video inspection of the mufflers. The crew transferred 3, pounds of
material â€” including clothing, sleeping bags, spare parts, medical equipment, supplies,
hardware and about 84 gallons of water â€” to the interior of the station. The astronauts also
installed parts of a wireless strain gauge system that will help engineers track the effects of
adding modules to the Station throughout its assembly, cleaning filters and checking smoke
detectors. Eighteen items weighing pounds were moved from the Station to Discovery for a
return to Earth. The astronauts spent a total of 79 hours, 30 minutes inside the Station before
closing the final hatch on the orbiting outpost. Rominger and Husband commanded a series of
17 pulses of Discovery's reaction control system jets to boost the Station to an orbit of
approximately by statute miles. After spending 5 days, 18 hours and 17 minutes linked to the
Station, Discovery undocked at p. The crew used the fly-around to make a detailed
photographic record of the ISS. The spherical, reflective object entered an orbit two miles below
Discovery. The small probe became instantly visible from Earth as part of a project allowing
more than 25, students from 18 countries to track its progress. Family : Manned spaceflight.
Country : USA. Spacecraft : Discovery. Launch Sites : Cape Canaveral. Flight : STS Nation :
USA. Program : ISS. The crew of STS was awakened just before 7 p. Once awake, Discovery's
seven-member crew began preparing for its first full day on orbit to ready the vehicle for
tomorrow night's docking with the International Space Station and a spacewalk the night after.
Additional Details : here Discovery and its multi-national crew of seven astronauts blasted off
this morning from the Kennedy Space Center, lighting up the early morning skies as they sped
to orbit on the first shuttle mission of the year for the first shuttle docking to the International
Space Station. Launch Site : Cape Canaveral. Launch Platform : MLP2. LV Family : Shuttle.
Launch Vehicle : Space Shuttle. STS -. Call Sign : Discovery. Mass : , kg , lb. Manufacturer :
North American. Class : Manned. Type : Manned spaceplane. Spacecraft Bus : Shuttle. Decay
Date : Apogee : km mi. Perigee : km mi. Inclination : Period : Transferred equipment from the
Spacehab Logistics Double Module to the interior of the station. Discovery was in an initial 74
km x km x At wake-up, the Shuttle trailed the station by about nautical miles and was closing in
by about 41 nautical miles with each orbit of Earth. The final phase of rendezvous will begin
when Discovery reaches a point about eight nautical miles directly behind the station and fires
its engines in a terminal phase initiation burn at p. The TI burn, as it is called, will put the Shuttle
on a course directly toward the station during the next orbit of Earth. With the Shuttle trailing
the station by less than nautical miles and moving closer every orbit, Commander Kent
Rominger twice fired Discovery's steering jets to fine tune the Shuttle's approach to the new
station. The engine firings were the first in a series that will culminate in a docking with the
station planned for p. Central time today. Down on Discovery's middeck, Flight Engineer Ellen
Ochoa and Canadian astronaut Julie Payette opened the tunnel and hatches leading to the
Spacehab module in the payload bay. Spacehab is loaded with equipment, clothes and food to
be stored aboard the new orbital outpost. Later, Payette and Russian cosmonaut Valery Tokarev
temporarily stowed some equipment in the module to free up room in Discovery's cabin.
Related Persons : Barry , Jernigan , Rominger. Discovery's astronauts executed the first-ever
docking with the International Space Station late Friday night, easing the shuttle to a textbook
linkup with the new orbital facility at pm Central time as the two craft flew over the
Russian-Kazakh border. Mission Specialist Dan Barry's daughter Jenny plays flute in that band..
Having completed the first space shuttle docking with the International Space Station late last
night, Discovery's astronauts will go to sleep at a. Central time to rest up for a space walk late
tonight to install a pair of cranes and other gear to the exterior of the orbital complex. At this

afternoon, the crew of Discovery awoke to the sound of the Space Center Intermediate Band
playing familiar themes from "Star Wars. Barry and fellow Mission Specialist Tammy Jernigan
are STS's own "skywalkers" tonight as they prepare to work outside Discovery during an
Extravehicular Activity scheduled to begin shortly after 10 this evening. Discovery's astronauts
are preparing to enter the International Space Station for the first time in six months following a
rousing wakeup call from Mission Control in honor of Memorial Day.. Central time Sunday,
accomplishing all of the objectives mapped out for their excursion as well as a couple of
unscheduled activities.. Crew : Barry , Jernigan. EVA Duration : 0. Related Persons : Barry ,
Jernigan. Type : Manned space station. Spacecraft : ISS. During the space walk they transferred
equipment to the exterior of the station.. Discovery's crew of seven awoke to the country and
western tune "Amarillo by Morning" to begin flight day six on orbit. For the first time in six
months, astronauts entered the International Space Station delivering supplies and preparing
the outpost to receive its first resident crew, scheduled to arrive in early Discovery's crew
headed for its sleep period this morning, reporting significant progress in the transfer of
equipment and supplies to the International Space Station after finishing up the planned
refurbishment of a battery system in one of the station's modules. Discovery's crew awakened
this afternoon to the classical music selection "Exultate Jubilate" by Mozart. Discovery's
astronauts will finish their work inside the International Space Station tonight and are
scheduled to have all the hatches closed by about 4 a. Shortly thereafter, the shuttle's small
thrusters will be fired to raise the entire complex's orbit in preparation for the undocking and
departure set for late tomorrow afternoon. Discovery's seven astronauts have successfully
transferred almost two tons of material and equipment to the International Space Station to be
used by the first residents of the outpost when they arrive next year.. Discovery's astronauts
closed the hatches leading into the International Space Station early this morning and boosted
the station into a higher orbit to set the stage for a planned arrival of the Russian-built Zvezda
Service Module later this year.. Related Persons : Husband , Jernigan , Rominger. Discovery
departed the International Space Station at p. Central today as the two spacecraft flew miles
above northwest Mongolia, leaving the new outpost stocked with more than two tons of
supplies and equipment for future crews.. Related Persons : Rominger. Discovery's crew was
awakened this afternoon to begin readying its spaceship for the return trip home early Sunday
morning. But before that, the crew has one last mission objective to complete: The deploy of a
small educational satellite at a. After leaving the International Space Station behind, Discovery's
astronauts were rewarded with several hours of scheduled off-duty time in recognition of their
ambitious pace of activities over the past several days.. Discovery and its seven-member crew
are preparing to return home tonight with landing planned for a. Central time following a flight
that will go into the books as the first docking of a shuttle with the International Space Station..
Related Persons : Payette , Rominger. During their final full day in orbit, Discovery's astronauts
released a small student satellite high over the Indian Ocean and prepared for a Sunday
morning landing at the Kennedy Space Center.. Discovery's astronauts glided to the 11th night
landing in shuttle program history early Sunday, landing at a. Central time to wrap up a 4 million
mile mission to resupply the International Space Station.. Landing of STS -. STS Credit:
Rominger 4 , Commander Rick D. Jernigan 5 , Mission Specialist Daniel T. It will be the first
flight to dock to the International Space Station. The purpose of the mission is to train
international student volunteer observers to visually track this optically reflective spacecraft
during morning and evening twilight intervals for several months, calculate its orbit from shared
observations, and derive atmospheric density from drag-induced changes in its orbit over time.
The Shuttle Vibration Forces SVF Experiment will provide flight measurements of the vibratory
forces acting between an aerospace payload and its mounting structure. The force transducers
will be incorporated into four custom brackets which will replace the existing brackets used to
attach the 5 ft standard canister to the side wall GAS adapter beam. The payload will be
activated automatically by the Orbiter Lift-off vibration and will operate for approximately
seconds. The objective of IVHM is to reduce planned ground processing, streamline problem
troubleshooting unplanned ground processing , enhance visibility into systems operation and
improve overall vehicle safety. Launch: Launched May 27, a. Window was min. On Thursday,
May 27, , at a. The crew then suited up and departed for Launch Pad B at a. At a. EDT the crew
entered the white room and began boarding the Discovery. EDT boarding was complete and by
a. EDT the hatch was closed and locked for flight. EDT, with countdown clock at the hold at the
T-minus 9 minute mark, the only concern being tracked was a sailboat in the SRB recovery area.
It has been contacted and will be out of the area shortly. EDT, after a final poll of the launch
team, the mission management team gave a clear to launch. The countdown clock came out of
the T-minus 9 minute mark at a. Liftoff at a. Good SRB separation at a. The Rotating Service
Structure was retracted away from the vehicle and placed in launch configuration early this

afternoon. Earlier today, the orbiter's inertial measurement units were activated and the flight
crew's equipment was stowed in the orbiter. The crew began final preparations for launch when
they awoke at p. They are scheduled to begin donning their launch and entry suits at a. At p.
EDT, the mission management team gave the go to begin loading of the , gallons of cryogenic
propellants into the Shuttle's external tank. The 3 hour loading operations began at p. EDT as
the launch team came out of the planned 2 hour hold at the T-minus 6 hour mark. EDT at the T
hour mark. Over the weekend, workers completed ordnance connections and pressurization of
Discovery's maneuvering system and reaction control system. Yesterday morning, aft
compartment close-outs concluded and aft confidence checks are in work today. Mating of the
orbiter midbody umbilical unit is also complete. This morning, pyrotechnic initiator controller
testing began. In the three days prior to launch they will undergo routine medical exams and
participate in standard orbiter and payload familiarization activities. The commander and pilot
will also take practice flights in the Shuttle Training Aircraft and T jets this week. Based on an
updated weather forecast and prompt repairs of Discovery's hail-damaged external tank foam
insulation, managers decided to transfer Space Shuttle Discovery back to Launch Pad 39B
Thursday morning. Shuttle close-out work will commence once Discovery arrives at the pad and
will conclude in time for May 27 launch. The launch countdown begins at 9 a. Discovery's
external tank repairs were completed today and tonight workers will remove access platforms
and scaffolding in preparation for Thursday's move to the pad. If weather continues to
cooperate, Discovery will begin moving out of VAB high bay 1 about 2 a. Having much closer
access than what is available at the launch pad, inspections in the VAB revealed a total of
divots in the tank's outer foam. Managers consider of the divots acceptable to fly without repair.
Blending or sanding work is required for hits and divots will be patched with new foam. The
current schedule indicates that foam repair efforts will be complete tomorrow. EDT to May 27,
no earlier than a. The decision was made to roll Space Shuttle Discovery back to the Vehicle
Assembly Building to complete repair work on the hail-damaged external tank foam insulation.
After much evaluation, managers determined that necessary repair work could not be
performed at Launch Pad 39B due to limited access to damaged areas. Current work plans
indicate that the foam repairs will take 2 to 3 days, allowing Discovery to roll back to Pad 39B by
midweek. Managers expect the Shuttle to be ready for launch no earlier than May Orbiter crew
compartment purge testing concluded over the weekend. At the pad, the Rotating Service
Structure was placed around the Shuttle on Friday and the payload bay doors are open.
Equipped with new instrumentation , the drag chute door has been installed and will undergo
tests this week. Mating of the orbiter midbody umbilical unit and subsequent leak checks are in
work. Technicians are also inspecting the orbiter and external tank for possible hail damage
from a weekend storm at KSC. The orbiter's prelaunch propellant loading began yesterday and
will continue through Saturday. Tomorrow, auxiliary power unit No. During yesterday's Flight
Readiness Review, Shuttle managers confirmed plans to use a functional drag chute and
strengthened drag chute door assembly on the upcoming flight. Inconel hinge-pins will replace
the aluminum pins that failed during the STS flight, allowing the drag chute door to fall off
during liftoff. The payload will be installed in the orbiter April 28, The crew will conduct orbiter
and payload familiarization activities over the next few days and then participate in a launch
dress rehearsal on Thursday. Over the weekend, workers conducted routine launch pad
validations and Shuttle main engine frequency response tests. Troubleshooting efforts revealed
that one connector on the cable needs to be replaced. Workers will replace the connector and
retest it in the VAB tomorrow, accommodating a Friday morning Shuttle transfer to the launch
pad. Managers expect no impact to the target launch date. The Shuttle was powered today to
support Shuttle Interface Testing that continues through noon tomorrow. Workers replaced it
with orbiter Endeavour's "D" hatch. Due to the additional work, managers now plan to transfer
Discovery to the VAB on Thursday, but do not expect Discovery's arrival at the launch pad to be
delayed. Orbiter aft and midbody compartment close-outs continue on schedule. Today,
workers will close Discovery's payload bay doors and tomorrow orbiter weight and center of
gravity tests are planned. Auxiliary power unit leak and functional checks are under way and
installation of the integrated vehicle health monitoring system for the orbiter's main propulsion
system continues. Engine heat shield fastener modifications continue as well. The rest of this
week, workers will perform ammonia servicing and install the orbiter's transfer tunnel.
Functional tests of the orbiter's global positioning system are also complete. Replacement of
the orbiter's water spray boiler continues. Installation of the integrated vehicle health
monitoring system for the orbiter's main propulsion system proceeds on schedule and base
heat shield fastener modifications continue. Drag chute instrumentation installation continues
as well. Booster stacking operations continue in VAB high bay 3. Replacement of the orbiter's
water spray boiler was under way with removal of the old system already complete. Functional

tests of the International Space Station docking system are scheduled this week. Installation of
the integrated vehicle health monitoring IVHM system for the orbiter's main propulsion system
continues and base heat shield modifications are on schedule. Drag chute instrumentation
installation continues. Tests of Discovery's power reactant storage and distribution system and
auxiliary power units are ongoing. Workers have completed preparations to install the orbiter's
new docking system and installation efforts are ongoing. Installation of the integrated vehicle
health monitoring system for the orbiter's main propulsion system is in progress and base heat
shield modifications continue. The orbiter's ammonia controller has been replaced and the
forward reaction control system FRCS has arrived in the OPF for installation tomorrow. Last
week, radiator functional tests and inspections revealed a probable micrometeroid ding on a
portion of the radiator and engineering evaluation is now under way. Main propulsion system
functional tests are ongoing and corrosion control modifications on the engine heat shields
continue. Replacement of Discovery's window No. Workers will evaluate window No. EDT
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or the deorbit burn was given at a. EDT from mission control in Houston. The deorbit burn took
place on time at a. The burn to bring Discovery back to KSC lasted 3 minutes, 30 seconds.
Discovery had two landing opportunities at KSC on Sunday. The first opportunity required a a.
The second opportunity called for a deorbit burn at a. Edward Air Force Base will not be called
to support as an alternate landing site on Sunday. Preliminary reports call for scattered clouds
at 3, feet and 10, feet and broken at 20, feet; visibility at 7 miles; easterly winds at 6 knots
peaking to 12 knots; temperature at 75 degrees F; humidity at 91 percent and the chance of
showers within 30 nautical miles of the runway. Forecasters continue to monitor the
development of a surface low over the Bahamas and its impact on landing day weather
conditions. The landing is the 47th landing at Kennedy Space Center. It is also the 11th night
landing in the history of the shuttle program, and the 6th KSC night landing.

